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The relatively new field of computer system measurement
is reviewed. Several modern measurement products, both
hardware and software oriented, are discussed.
The batch processing operation of the W. R. Church
Computer Center's IBM 360/67 was measured, analyzed, and
simulated.
A modern software monitor was used to measure computer
system performance. User job characteristics were measured
using built-in facilities of the computer operating system.
Analysis of measurements taken led to experiments which
resulted in improved system throughput.
A dynamic simulation model of the Center's production
service was developed to aid management in studying the
effects of changes to the Center's operating policies. The
model, although developed for a specific system, OS/360
(MVT Option) , is applicable to modern multiprogramming
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The W. R. Church Computer Center at the Naval Post-
graduate School operates an IBM 36O Model 67 Duplex digital
computer system. At present this system is operated mostly
as two subsystems: an interactive time-sharing system,
and a batch processing system. The batch processing system
serves approximately 1800 users. These users are the
students and faculty of the Naval Postgraduate School. The
primary goal of the Center is to provide the highest quality
of computational service to its users, consistent with the
means available. User satisfaction stems from the Center's
ability to provide the great variety of services desired in
a timely manner.
The batch processing operating system (OS/360), has been
in use for approximately three years. During that time, it
has undergone the usual metamorphosis typical of modern
software systems, and the number of users and computer work
load have also increased. The objective of this paper is
to measure the operations and review the concepts employed
in the batch processing operation.
This paper's objective is pursued in three logical
steps. The first step is measuring the system performance
by collecting various data. The second step consists of
analyzing the measurements taken and investigating possible
alternatives. The final step is to provide a simulation
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model to management which may be used to study alternative
operation policies.
Often analyses of computer operations concentrate only
on the computer system itself. This endeavor approaches
the problem as a study of the user job stream as it moves
through the Center. This, of course, results in an indirect
study of the hardware/software system as it acts upon the
job stream.
Initially the paper reviews the development of computer
performance measurement techniques. This is followed by a
discussion of the local system hardware, software, and
operating policies. Next is a discussion of the measure-
ments taken, followed by an analysis of these measurements.
A Job Stream Simulation Model is developed which is provided
to management as an aid to future decisions. The paper





Systems measurement is the process of collecting useful
data on the performance of computer systems, including both
hardware and software aspects. The ability to accurately
measure system performance is essential to the success of
improving system efficiency.
B. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
Systems measurement is approached both from hardware
and software standpoints. Both have lagged considerably
behind the development of modern computer systems. This
has been partially due to the rapid development of the
computer field. However, as users became more sophisticated
the demand for systems measurement increased.
Most of the early development in the measurement field
was done by computer manufacturers. These early develop-
ments were primarily hardware monitors. International
Business Machines, Inc., had a counter unit with six
hardware counters, and a channel analyzer in the early
sixties. Early software monitors were primarily oriented
toward application programs and the measurement of the
frequency of the use of instruction addresses. The
development of systems measurement continued throughout the
sixties. In 1968, IBM announced a Basic Counter Unit, which
did not require a built-in interface within the computer,
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as many earlier hardware monitors had. This unit had
twenty probes which could be attached to the computer
system at various points. Counters were used to measure
on-off activity. Duration was measured with a clock.
The Basic Counter Unit was portable, and as such was a
forerunner of present-day hardware monitors. The year
1969 saw several new companies formed specifically to
provide computer measurement services. These new measure-
ment firms offered two main services, systems measurement,
and efficiency analysis of applications programs. Typically,
these services were available on either a contract or a
consulting basis. Objectives of these measuring services
included achieving a better balance between resident and
transient software routines, identification of areas of
poor processing and input-output overlap, location of
bottlenecks which degraded system performance, and
analysis of peaking problems. These objectives are
approached from both a hardware and a software point of
view.
C. STATE OP THE ART
1. Hardware Approach
Computer Synectics, Inc., manufactures a typical
counter unit. This counter unit includes counters, probes
used in attaching the unit to the computer, a clock, and
a logic plugboard. The plugboard has AND and OR gates
which can be used to combine a set of monitored signals to
14

produce many different combinations of overlapping measure-
ments. The Computer Synectics product is called SUM, for
System Utilization Monitor. SUM is a portable unit and
includes its own tape drive, which is used to record the
data collected. SUM is connected to the computer via a
series of electrical probes which have no effect upon the
system being monitored. The SUM equipment may be used to
monitor processor and device activity. Hardware monitors
such as SUM usually measure continuously rather than on a
sampling basis. After the measurements have been completed,
the SUM tape is processed by a computer program which is
included in the SUM package. This program produces a
report of system profiles which is used for analysis. SUM
is available for $35,000 including user training. A three
year lease is also available. The terms of the lease
approximately reflect a three year amortization of the
purchase price.
Allied Computer Technology, Inc., manufactures a device
similar to SUM, known as the Computer Performance Monitor II
(CPM II). Reference 1 contains detailed information about
CPM II. This device provides 16 counters, a clock, a
Boolean logic panel, and 20 measurement probes. CPM II,
like SUM, records the data collected on its own magnetic
tape drive. CPM II has an address comparator feature which
allows it to intercept the contents of address registers
within the computer. This provides a means of measuring
15

activities by address within a specific unit. CPM II is
also accompanied by a program to process the data and
produce a report of the measurements. Plotted output may
also be provided if desired. The CPM II also is available
for $35,000, or on a 36 month lease.
Hardware monitors such as the SUM and CPM II units have
been used successfully in a number of applications. Advan-
tages of hardware monitors include the ability to measure
very specific activity, the ability to redesign the measure
by means of the logic panel, and the fact that the monitor
is not operating system or machine dependent. The same
monitor may readily be used on different types and models
of computers.
2. Software Approach
The software approach to measurement takes two forms
measurement of the computer system, and measurement of
applications program characteristics. Systems measurement
involves measuring the activity of the computer system, par-
ticularly the operating system and the hardware it controls.
Applications program measurement is the detailed analysis
of an application program for the purpose of increasing its
run efficiency.
Measuring the system is usually done with a software
monitor, which is a system task operating along with the
operating system. Such monitors use sampling techniques
to collect data from system control tables, control words,
and instruction addresses. Software monitors can effectively
16

measure hardware activity ranging from processor utilization
to disk seek time, and software activity such as the fre-
quency of use of various system code modules
.
Boole and Babbage, Inc., a leader in the field of
software measurement, produces a package called Configura-
tion Utilization Efficiency (CUE). The OS/360 (MVT) version
of this product is described in detail in Ref. 2. CUE is
available for $7500 commercially, including installation
and training. CUE operates for a specified period of time
collecting data at a sampling rate specified by the user.
CUE provides measures of software and hardware activity.
These measures include hardware utilization, use of transient
system code modules, and other measures of the way the
hardware and software are being used by the job stream flowing
through the computer system. CUE requires 12K bytes
(IK =1024) of core storage in an IBM 36O Model 65 computer,
if installed as a system task. This is a semi-permanent
way of including CUE in the software system. CUE can also
run as merely another user job, which is not a permanent
part of the software at all, although this requires more
core storage; the minimum storage a job can use is 58K in the
case of the Center. When CUE has finished monitoring the
system, it processes the data it has collected and produces
a printed report which explains system hardware and software
activity during the period measured.
Advantages of software performance monitors include sub-
stantially lower costs, ease of installation, and the ability
17

to easily measure the software part of the computer system.
Disadvantages include operating system dependence, relative
inflexibility, and the fact that the monitor may somewhat
alter normal system conditions during measurement since it
consumes some system resources itself.
Boole and Babbage also markets a package called Problem
Program Efficiency (PPE) which monitors the execution of
applications programs and measures the location within the
code where the various proportions of time are spent. After
execution is completed, the PPE program prints a report
which can be used by an analyst to identify the most-used
sections of code in the application program. This code can
then be analyzed for efficiency. This package is available
for $5000. Reference 3 describes PPE in detail.
The Stanford University Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC)
has developed an OS/360 (MVT) software monitor known as
SUPERMON. SUPERMON is very similar to Boole and Babbage 's
CUE. It does not provide, however, the data set addresses
of high activity data sets, as CUE does. It does however,
provide a measure of core storage fragmentation, which CUE
does not. Fragmentation exists when the amount of available
contiguous core storage is insufficient to accomodate a
user or system job. CUE and SUPERMON are otherwise very
similar. SUPERMON is described in detail in Ref. 4. Since
it was developed under government contract, SUPERMON is
available at only a nominal service charge ($350) from the
Computer Software Management Information Center (COSMIC)
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at the University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia. Also avail-
able from COSMIC is another SLAC product called Program
Performance Measurement, which is very similar to PPE.
This package is described in Ref. 5. SUPERMON was used to
measure the performance of the W. R. Church Computer Center
IBM 360/67. Its usage is described in Chapter IV of this
paper.
It is interesting to note that measurement firms have
found that typical processor utilization rates are in the
30$ range. Usually measurements by a hardware or software
monitor identify bottlenecks which can frequently be
corrected by remedial systems programming. Processor
utilization then typically increases significantly. The
most frequent causes of low processor utilization include
poor balance between core-resident and direct-access
resident system code modules, poor data set layout on
direct access devices, and occasionally poor hardware
planning of input-output equipment.
Mr. Ken Kolence, President of Boole and Babbage, Inc.,
describes the state of the art in performance measurement
today as "comparable to the level of FORTRAN in 1959 or
COBOL in 1961." In his view measurement will enable




D. LOCAL MEASUREMENT BACKGROUND
It is against this background in the field of computer
systems measurement that the author undertook to measure
the job stream flowing through the W. R. Church Computer
Center. The IBM 360/67 was installed in April 1967, and
the first few years have been spent developing the software
and operating techniques required to make a system success-
ful in the large academic environment. During this time
computer systems measurement has come of age. Many
measurements had been taken earlier at the Center. However^
most were strictly comparisons of one system configuration
versus another. The new monitors were not then available.
The arrival of the Systems Management Facilities (Ref. 6)
with Release 18 of OS/36O, and the inexpensive availability
of the SUPERMON package provided the Center's management
with the first real opportunity for sophisticated measure-
ment of the system.
20

III. THE COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEM
A . HARDWARE
The IBM 360 Model 67 Duplex computer system is normally
operated at the W. R. Church Computer Center as two separate
systems. A device known as a configurator (IBM 2167) allows
various hardware components to be transferred from one system
to the other. All of the system equipment is manufactured
by IBM, with the exception of the CalComp Plotters. Figure 1
is a schematic diagram of the computer hardware.
1. Processors
There are two IBM 2067-2 Central Processing Units
(CPU's). These are actually Model 65 processors with
special time-sharing components. One is operated as a
Model 65 in the batch mode. The other is operated as a




The computer memory consists of three IBM 2365-12
processor storage modules, giving a total storage capacity
of 768K bytes (IK =102*0 of core memory. The batch system
operates with 512K during the day, and 768K at night. The
time-sharing system uses the other storage during the day.
3. Input-Output Channels
The system has two IBM 2860-2 selector channels and
two IBM 2870-1 multiplexor channels. Each IBM 2860-2





























and one 2870-1 are assigned to the batch processing opera-
tion. Selector channel one is assigned to the IBM 2301 drum
storage, and is normally not- used in the batch processing
operation. Selector channel two is dedicated to the IBM 231^
disk storage facility and is always used with batch
processing. The 2870-1 multiplexor channel is attached to
the unit record devices such as the card reader and printer,
as well as the IBM 2^402 magnetic tape units. The multi-
plexor channel has a feature known as a selector subchannel
which can function like a selector channel. The selector
subchannel is suitable for faster input-output devices.
4 . Tape Drives and Unit Record Equipment
Two IBM 2^02 magnetic tape units, containing two
tape drives each, are normally assigned to the batch
processing operation. These are controlled by a single
IBM 2803 tape control unit. Two IBM 1403 line printers
are available. However, during operation of the time-
sharing system, one printer is assigned to it. This printer
can be switched back to the batch operation as required.
An IBM 25^0 Card Read/Punch and an IBM 2501-B2 Card Reader
are also available. The IBM 25^0 is assigned to the batch
system except when the time-sharing system must punch cards.
The IBM 2501-B2 cannot be assigned to the batch system due
to cabling limitations. Two IBM 2821 Control Units control
the readers and printers. One is assigned to each system.
The IBM 2167-2 Configuration Unit allows various devices
to be transferred to and from the two computer systems. An
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IBM 2250-1 Graphics Display Unit and two CalComp 765
plotters are always attached to the batch system. The
time-sharing system uses an IBM 2702-1 Transmission Control
Unit with 30 IBM 27^1 Communication Terminals attached.
5 . Direct Access Storage Devices
The batch system has the exclusive use of an IBM 231^
Direct Access Storage Facility, which provides eight large
disks available at one time, plus another disk on a spare
drive. The Eight IBM 2311 Disk Storage Drives are assigned
to the time-sharing system, as is an IBM 2301-1 Drum Storage.
All of these devices may be operated with either system.
The IBM 231^ is controlled by a single integral storage
control. The IBM 2301-1 drum is controlled by an IBM 2820-1
Drum Storage Control Unit. The IBM 2311 disk drives are
controlled by two IBM 28*11 Storage Control Units. Figure 2




1 . Operating System
The operating system used is Operating System
360 (OS/360) with the Multiprogramming - Variable Number
of Tasks (MVT) option. The operating system is described
in Ref. 7. OS/360 is a very complex system providing a
wide variety of services. The version used at the Center
is used only for batch processing. It has its own control





Delay Movement Time Data Rate
231^ Disk Storage 12.5 ms 75 ms .0032015 ms/byte
2301 Drum Storage 8 . 6 ms none .0008333 ms/byte
Note: These access times do not take into consideration the
time required to use or obtain use of the channel associated
with each device. Both devices are attached to the system
via dedicated selector channels.
Figure 2. Comparative Access Times - IBM 231^
Disk and IBM 2301 Drum Storage.
commands may be entered either from the input stream or
from the computer console. This system manages user jobs
from the moment they arrive in the system, usually via a
card reader, until they are printed following execution.
This requires the monitoring and occasional intervention
of a human operator, plus external services such as loading




Within the operating system, there is an extremely
wide variety of software processors ranging from compilers
to special-purpose interpreters and utility programs. Most




3. Job Flow Through the System
Figure 3 shows the path which jobs follow as they
pass through the Center. Jobs enter the system in the
form of punched card decks submitted at a dispatching desk.
This desk is manned during the day shift by a full-time
dispatcher. During other shifts the computer operators do
the dispatching. Jobs accumulate at the dispatcher's desk
until they are dispatched to the computer room next door
on a cart. There they are loaded into a card reader. Most
frequently the jobs enter operating system control directly
from the card reader, but occasionally the card reader output
is directed to a spool tape. The spool tape is a magnetic
tape used to store or "spool" input or output. The spool
tape is then later read, transmitting the jobs into operat-
ing system control. Once received by the system, a component
known as the reader/interpreter analyzes the Job Control
Language and determines the job's requests. The storage
addresses on spooling disks of the various data sets com-
prising the job are then noted, and the job is passed to
the Job Stream Manager. The Job Stream Manager, described
in Ref. 8, classifies the job according to the resources
it requests (processor time, direct access storage space,
number of magnetic tapes, core storage, and output spool
space) and enters that job in the appropriate job class
queue. There may be up to 15 of these queues. The Job




















































queue, assigning priorities to the jobs based on the size
and type of their resource requests, within the range
encompassed by the queue.
The computer operators specify a number and type of
initiators to be active at one time. An initiator is a
task which is used to dequeue jobs from class queues,
obtain the resources required, and load them into core
storage for execution. Each initiator is assigned certain
classes to process, in a given priority. Initiators are
attached to a job throughout the life of the several steps
of the execution phase. After the job is finished, the
initiator is released. It then seeks another job from the
job class queues. The finished job is then enqueued in a
printing queue according to its priority. When it is time
to print the job, a writer task assembles the various out-
put data sets and prints them. Upon completion of printing,
the printed jobs are periodically torn from the printers
and distributed to output boxes in the output room, which
is located adjacent to the dispatcher's desk. This is done
by either the operators or the dispatcher. It is important
to note that this shuffling from queue to queue requires
frequent updating of information about many queues. The
largest collection of queue information is known as the Job
Queue. It is maintained on a direct access device.
The criteria used to assign jobs to various classes
and priorities within classes, as well as initiator class
and priority assignments, directly affect the speed with
28

which jobs complete the pass through the system. These
class and Initiator definitions must be chosen very
carefully
.
The above description is an extreme simplification of
the actual process which jobs undergo while passing through
the system. This should be sufficient to the reader, how-
ever, to understand the remainder of the paper. More
detailed information is available in Ref. 7.
lj
. Relationship Between the Operating System and
Direct Access Storage
The operating system is composed of a large number
of modules of code. Some of these modules are always
resident in core memory, and are reentrant, i.e. they may
be used simultaneously by several jobs. Others are stored
on direct access devices for fast loading when needed. The
locations of various important modules are shown in Figure
4. The operating system maintains many queues as it
manages the job stream and system resources. Many of these
queues are maintained in core. Others are maintained on
direct access storage devices. Access to modules and queues
resident on direct access storage requires access to the
device via a channel and control unit. In the case of disk
storage
, it can require movement of the disk drive arm
which carries the magnetic heads used to read from and write
on the disk. Access to direct access devices takes more
time than access to core memory. Core memory, however, is
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devices. It is critically important to system efficiency
to choose an optimum balance between core resident and
nonresident modules, as well as between the various devices
where nonresident modules and queues are stored. Poor
balance will cause the user's job needing the information
being accessed to be placed in a waiting state during the
input operation. This lengthening of the job's active time
delays processing of other jobs. This is true because job
resources such as core storage remain allocated to the job
while it awaits completion of the storage access. Such
delays reduce total system throughput. Careful planning
must also be given to the location of data on disk packs.
Ideally the most used data sets should be located adjacent
to each other. This should minimize arm movement, which is
expensive in time.
C. EXTERNAL CONSIDERATIONS
User job turnaround time is the sum of the handling
times both external and internal to the computer system.
It was therefore necessary to examine manual job handling
times as well as the time the system takes to process the
job.
1 . Job Submission
Jobs arrive and are loaded into the computer system
as described earlier. The input spooling procedure is
usually used when the operators have less time available to
tend the card reader. Loading jobs directly into the
31

computer is significantly slower than loading onto tape.
This is true because the reader/interpreter causes the card
reader to pause while it interprets each Job Control Language
card. Using the card reader to load jobs onto tape allows
the card reader to proceed at card reader speed which
is considerably faster. Consequently the operators load
jobs onto tape when they have a large number of jobs to
load, or when the jobs cannot be immediately processed by
the system. This procedure delays jobs in reaching the
computer system. This is particularly noticeable in jobs
which would be given priority treatment by the system.
2 . Distribution of Output
Card decks, once read, are returned to the user
output boxes with the next outgoing load of printed output
.
When printed output accumulates on the printer, the
operators remove it at periodic intervals. This printed
output is then burst apart and marked with the user's box
number. When this is completed the printed outputs are
moved to the output room on a cart and placed in the appro-
priate user's box. Plotted material is accumulated in a
plotting queue by the computer system and plotted when
there are several plots to be done. This material is then
removed from the plotter and distributed with the next load




3. Computer Center Operating Schedule
The batch processing system is operated 24 hours
each day Monday through Friday. It is operated from 8:00
A.M. until 4:30 P.M. on Saturday, and from noon until
8:00 P.M. on Sundays. The keypunch facility is open
continuously. Extra computer shifts are run on the week-
ends as the workload requires. Typically this will only
happen once or twice each academic quarter, usually at
the very end of the quarter. On Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday of each week, the system is under the control of
IBM maintenance personnel from 7:00 until 9:00 A.M. No
jobs are run during this period unless the maintenance
being done does not involve the essential computer system
components
.
Prior to these maintenance or other non-production
periods, the computer system is normally flushed of most
jobs remaining in it. This typically means that no jobs
are loaded during the last hour preceding the time that
the system is to be used for other purposes.
Operator work shifts are from 8:00 A.M. until 4:30 P.M.,
from 4:00 P.M. until midnight, and from midnight until
8:00 A.M. The day shift is composed of two operators and
a dispatcher. They are assisted by a third operator whose
primary duty is to attend the time-sharing system, but who
is occasionally free and able to assist the batch processing
operators. The evening shift has two and occasionally three




It is nearly impossible to optimize the many complex
relationships in a computer system without some knowledge
of what the computer is actually doing. Some knowledge of
this can be obtained through external media such as control
panel lights, console typewriter messages, printer activity,
timing job turnaround, and observing disk and tape unit
activity. None of these methods, however, can approach the
value which can be gained through actual measurement of com-
puter activity. Prior to Release 18 (the most recent
version) of OS/360, there was no built-in measurement
facility at the W. R. Church Computer Center. Release 18
of the operating system contained a package known as the
System Management Facilities (SMP). These facilities are
described in detail in Refs. 6 and 9. SMF provided the
Center with automatic user-program data collection. The
data collected indicated the problem program use of the
system hardware resources. The data also gave certain hints
about total system activity.
The System Management Facilities were installed in the
Center's batch system in early 1970. The data collected
included user job times in and out of the system, duration
of job reading and printing, input-output activity related
to the job, processor utilization by the job, total processor
waiting time, volume of card input and printed output, job
termination status, and a variety of other information.
34

While SMF provided excellent information about user
job activity, little information was provided about super-
visor activity and supervisor resource usage.




All data provided by SMF were collected. Primary
attention was directed to the data reflecting throughput
of user jobs. The Job Records, Job Step Records, Job
Sysout Records, and the System Wait Records were analyzed.
These records are described in Ref. 9.
2 Collection Procedures
One of the virtues of the System Management Facili-
ties is that data collection is extremely simple once the
system is installed. Essentially all that was required was
for an operator to dump a data set at the end of each day.
This was done for 17 days from l8 March through 3 April
1970. The sample period began in a very busy week and
continued through some lighter weeks.
B. SUPERMON SOFTWARE MONITOR
Analysis of the data collected on user jobs made one
point very obvious. There were some unexplained factors
severely restricting the computer system when it was pro-
cessing large numbers of small, short jobs, as was typical
of the weekday daytime operations. A need for further
measurement of system activity was recognized. The SUPERMON
software monitor was acquired to fill this need.
35

This monitor, described previously, is discussed in
detail in Ref. 4. SUPERMON was designed specifically for
the MVT option of OS/360. It was installed as a system
task requiring 32K bytes of core memory.
SUPERMON used a sampling technique to develop statis-
tics on activity levels on the various devices, channels,
and control units, as well as reporting on the usage of
various resident and nonresident system code modules.
Properly interpreted, the information available from




Since manual handling times are part of the total job
turnaround time, these too were measured. A one week
experiment was conducted in which job arrival times, card
reader times, printing times, and distribution times were
measured. This experiment was conducted from 12 May
through 18 May 1970. The result was a measure of job
turnaround as the user saw it. Job arrivals were measured
by a time stamp placed on the service request card by the
user when he submitted the job. Card reader times and
printing times were measured by SMF . Distribution times
were developed by recording the time that printed output





Certain operational experiments were conducted using
the computer system. These are discussed later in the paper
The measurements made during these experiments were made
using SMF . These were primarily measures of the time dura-
tion the computer system needed to complete a test job




V. ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENTS
A. OBJECTIVE
The second major objective of this paper was to inves-
tigate the data collected by the new measurement facilities,
particularly with respect to total system performance.
The purpose of this investigation was to analyze the
measurements taken first to obtain general job stream
characteristics, and second to identify system bottlenecks
and if possible, to develop ways of increasing system
throughput by reducing these bottlenecks. The author
developed a computer program to summarize the data collected
by SMF . This program is the source of most of the informa-
tion presented in this chapter. Additional statistics were
available from the Job Stream Manager Statistical Analysis
Program, described in Ref. 8. The SUPERMON monitor also
was used to collect data, particularly about total system
activity. Finally manual collection was used to collect
job handling times. Data collected for several days had
to be discarded because of unusual conditions ranging from
system failures to highly unusual one-of-a-kind jobs.
B. JOB STREAM CHARACTERISTICS
1 . Core Storage
During the test period the daily mean core storage
requested by job steps ranged from 99K bytes to 120K bytes.
The daily mean core storage actually used by job steps was
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consistently below the daily core requested mean by approx-
imately 20K bytes. The range of the mean daily core storage
actually used was from 78K to 99K. Figure 5 illustrates
the relationship between the two means. Approximately 20%
of the core storage allocated to job steps was not being
used, thus being wasted for the time period that the step
was active, This reflects the fact that user's jobs fail
to complete if they do not request a sufficient amount of
core storage. Apparently 20% is the mean safety factor in
use.
2 . Processor Execution Times
Most step execution times and job execution times
proved to be quite short. When plotted as a cumulative
density curve, the curve was quite exponential in shape,
being markedly more so on days with large numbers of total
jobs processed. Historical data for the period August 1969
through February 1970 collected by accounting routines
were in agreement with data collected by SMF during the
test period. Approximately 60% of all jobs required less
than 10 seconds processor problem-state execution time for
all steps. Seventy-five percent needed less than 30 seconds
Ninety percent used less than two minutes. Data from the
Job Stream Manager Statistical Analysis Program (JSMSAP)
showed, however, that the average job requested 11 minutes
of processor execution time. The great disparity here is
due to several factors. The default time request for user
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most jobs. Certain system jobs use large time requests to
force them into special-purpose job classes. The job
which drives the plotters, for example, requests 120
minutes processor execution time. These are the reasons
the average requested times are so high. The maximum job
processor execution time observed was thirteen hours.
3. Total Jobs Submitted
Total daily operating system job count ranged from
a high of 654 OS/36O jobs on an end-of-quarter weekday to
a low of 59 on a weekend early in the new academic quarter.
An operating system job known as WATFOR is actually a
batch of small, fast compile-and-execute FORTRAN jobs which
do not require the full sophistication of the operating
system FORTRAN compiler. Each such batch was counted as
a single job in the totals above. Actual daily total
number of WATFOR jobs in these batches ranged from a daily
high of 304 to a low of 9. Thus the total number of jobs
of all kinds ranged from a daily high of 964 to a low of
66 during the sampling period.
4
,
Mean Job Turnaround Times
Machine turnaround times represent the elapsed
time between the time a job is read by the reader/interpreter
and the time it finishes printing following execution. This
factor will vary directly with the number, size, and classes
of the jobs in the computer system. Figure 6 shows sample
mean machine turnaround times for typical days.
Total turnaround time is the sum of the machine turn-
around time and manual handling times. This is also shown
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Julian Date 70132 (Worst Case) 70138 (Best Case)
Total OS/360 Jobs 601 648
Total Batch Jobs 918 1054
(including
Wat for , etc . )
Computer Available 20.6 hours 22 hours
Machine Turnaround Time (Three Most-used Classes):
Class K 80 minutes 36 minutes
Class B 71 minutes 45 minutes
Class C 164 minutes 73 minutes
Total Turnaround Time (Three Most-used Classes):
Class K 200 minutes 67 minutes
Class B 191 minutes 76 minutes
Class C 284 minutes 104 minutes
Figure 6. Sample Mean Job Turnaround Times
in Figure 6. Manual handling times were measured during
the same one week period in May. The mean time required to
separate user jobs once they were removed from the printer
was observed to be 5.04 minutes. The mean interval between
removing stacks of finished jobs from the printer was 22.4
minutes. These times appear very good.
The mean time required for a job to reach operating
system control once it was deposited at the dispatcher's
desk was found to vary widely. This mean was estimated usini
a sampling procedure for five busy week days. The lowest
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daily mean time observed was 15.5 minutes. This was a day
when the computer was not processing jobs for only a 30
minute period during the busy day shift. The maximum mean
was 104.2 minutes on a day when the system was not pro-
cessing jobs for 2 hours and 13 minutes during the day shift.
During the analysis of the data, it was observed that the
days with the large mean delay times were days when the
computer was not processing jobs for over two hours during
the day shift. These were also days when many jobs were
spooled on tape from the card reader, rather than passed
directly from the card reader to operating system control.
5. IBM 231^ Disk Accesses
Most jobs utilize the IBM 2314 disk storage. This
use by user jobs was recorded by SMF except for accesses by
the reader/interpreter when storing data sets, and also for
accesses by the writer when retrieving output data sets.
Other problem program accesses or interrupts in the com-
pilation, linkage editing, and execution steps were recorded.
As an example, a PL/1 job required 8.85 seconds of processor
time. This job made 8l accesses to the IBM 2314 during the
compilation step, 384 accesses in the linkage editing step,
and 39 accesses in the execution step, for a total of 504
accesses. A FORTRAN Job of approximately the same size
used 8.43 seconds of processor time, made 46 accesses during
the compile step, 268 during the linkage editing step, and
135 during the execution step, for a total of 449.
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Eight disk packs are available at any one time on the
IBM 2314. These packs are shown in Figure 4. The Center
uses the disk packs mounted on drives 230 and 231 as
storage areas for compilers, language libraries, the Link
Library, Supervisor Call Library, and the Job Queue. The
Link Library consists of the various system code modules
needed by the operating system and software processors.
The Supervisor Call Library contains code modules also
required frequently by the operating system. The Job
Queue contains information about all of the jobs in the
system, their status, and the present location of all
the jobs' various parts. Three disk packs, mounted on
drives 232, 233, and 234 are used for storing or "spooling"
input and output data sets awaiting processing, printing,
plotting, or punching. The disk packs mounted on drives'
235, 236, and 237 are reserved for user program libraries,
frequently used collections of data, and other individual
uses. One additional drive is available. One of the
eight addresses can be quickly switched to this pack when
needed. This spare is normally used for job accounting
data sets or other special purposes.
A measure of IBM 2314 activity is presented in Figure 7
It shows the total number of IBM 2314 interrupts for a
sample period of 2 hours. These data were collected by
SUPERMON, The spool pack activity appears relatively
unbalanced, however other measurements indicate spooling
activity to be in balance over longer periods of time.































































































the data sets on those packs could be stored on tape were
it not for the operator intervention required for tape
mounting.
The large number of accesses to the pack mounted on
drive 231 arise because all non-core-resident operating





The mean daily job printing times were generated
from SMF records by the analysis program. This is the
average elapsed time required for the printer to finish
printing a job. Figure 8 shows this information. The
lowest observed daily mean was 65 seconds, while the
highest was 1^0 seconds. The latter time is abnormally
high and results from several extremely large jobs. Ninety
or one hundred seconds appears to be a good rule of thumb
in estimating mean printing times.
7. Abnormal Termination Rate
Abnormal terminations of jobs occur when the jobs
can no longer be processed for some reason. This can
occur as a result of insufficient core storage, time allo-
cation, or programming error. A controlled error ending,
such as termination in the compile phase of a job, is not
included here as an abnormal termination. The abnormal
termination rate was measured using SMF data. The maximum
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10.0$, and the mean abnormal termination rate for a 15-day
period was l^.Hh%. No distinct correlation was observed
between the abnormal termination rate and any other factor.
8 . Daily Processor Utilization Rate
Using SMF data for each day, it was possible to sum
problem program processor execution times and system wait
times. Using a combination of computer operator logs and
times of SMF recorded activity, it was possible to estimate
the total system availability for a given day. The result-
ing daily processor utilization rates are viewed by the
author as only approximate because of difficulties in
determining true available time. Maximum observed rate
was 76.3$ of available CPU time. Minimum daily CPU util-
ization rate was 50.1$. The mean rate, taken over 8 typical
days, believed to be reliable, was 62$. It is significant
to note that days with a larger number of jobs showed lower
rates than days with fewer jobs. Those days with high
numbers of total jobs processed also had low mean job
execution times. These days obviously were periods of large
numbers of small jobs. The total daily utilization rate
includes supervisor processor execution time, as it is cal-
culated as the percentage of time available when the proces-
sor was not in the wait state. Investigation into the
details of processor utilization on an hourly basis showed
that utilization was lowest during the day shift when many
small jobs were being processed. Processor utilization as
low as 25$ was observed during several one-hour periods.
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However, during the "graveyard" shift when very long compute-
bound jobs were running, processor utilization was as high
as 100$ during some one-hour periods. This, of course, was
only when a single job was computing solidly throughout the
hour, with no input-output activity. The lower processor
utilization when the job stream contained many small jobs
required further investigation.
9 . Analysis of Small Job Operations
Most small jobs are student compile, linkage-edit,
and execute jobs. Most of the processor time is frequently
spent on the compilation step. It is not the total pro-
cessor time used which is the problem. It is the large
amount of elapsed time which passes while these jobs tie
up resources such as initiators, core storage, and device
accesses. These jobs have a large number of disk accesses.
The compile phases require access back and forth to certain
work data sets, the input and output data sets, and to the
compiler itself, which must be loaded from disk storage
into core. The linkage editing step again requires many
accesses, again to and from input and output data sets,
and to modules called by the user program. The number of
disk accesses for PL/1 linkage-editing steps appears signif-
icantly larger than for FORTRAN. This seems logical due to
the modular structure of PL/1, and because it Is a more
comprehensive language than FORTRAN. Most "go" or execution
steps have relatively few disk accesses.
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All IBM 231^ disk accesses pass through a single
Storage Control Unit. The accesses are, In effect,
"queued" as input-output Interrupts in the processor.
When an access is initiated, it passes through channel
two, to the storage control unit. The disk is then made
ready to transmit or receive data, by positioning the
disk arm over the desired track. Another disk pack may be
transmitting data while the arm is positioning itself or
"seeking," thus allowing an overlap of activity. Once
the pack is ready and it is selected, the data requested
is transmitted. Frequently, however, the task in the
job step which required the data has been waiting pending
the completion of the input or output operation. Addition-
ally, there is a delay averaging 12.5 milliseconds while
the disk rotates to the correct position to complete the
transmission of data. Compound this small waiting time
with a very large number of input-output accesses to the
IBM 231^, through the single control unit and channel,
and the wait time becomes longer. In addition to the
user jobs which require access to the IBM 231^ disk storage,
the operating system is accessing the disks very often.
The Job Queue and the non-resident system routines are all
stored there, as are other necessary system components such
as the Supervisor Call Library. Consequently, when linkage-
editing steps need accesses typically in the hundreds for
each step, the inherent waiting slows down the completion
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of the user jobs, and the system is in a position of having
jobs on hand which cannot use available processor time.
This is the situation when large numbers of small compile-
link-and-go jobs are active in the system.
On the other hand, the IBM 231^ is very fast - but the
large volume of input-output operations required causes
the compilation and link steps to become input-output
bound. They cannot use all the CPU time available. Since
they are occupying the critical core assets, nothing can
be done with this time, so the processor enters the wait
state until a user job has completed some input-output
and is again ready to use it.
Clearly the most active disk packs had the slowest
average response times since more seek time was required.
These were the three spool packs, and the pack on drive
230, which contains the PL/1 libraries, the FORTRAN libraries
and the Supervisor Call Library. The pack on disk drive
231 contained the Link Library (system code modules) and
the Job Queue. It was probably the busiest, and slowest
pack. Certain experiments were designed to test these
theories. These are explained later.
The IBM 231^ disk storage, with its single channel and
single controller, appeared to be a system bottleneck.
Which component of that system was the most restrictive was
not known.
The layout of the high-activity data sets on the disk
packs appeared good, with one exception. The pack on drive
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230 contained three data sets known to be very active - the
PL/1 Library, the FORTRAN Library, and the Supervisor Call
Library. The central cylinders of the two language
libraries were 109 cylinders apart (out of a total of 200
cylinders on a pack), while the Supervisor Call Library
was 3^ cylinders away on the far side of the FORTRAN Library
There were intervening low-activity data sets between these
three libraries. Obviously some unnecessary seeking was
taking place. The extent of the effect of this upon
the system was not known. An experiment was carried out
later to determine this effect.
Disk packs could not always transmit data as soon as
they were ready. The channel could not be interrupted
during transmission to recognize a "ready" signal from
a disk drive. There are many detailed events involved
in disk input-output, well beyond the scope of this paper.
It is sufficient to note that it was certain that
input-output access response times to the IBM 231^
varied inversely with the number of accesses in progress
at any one time
.
C. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Several comparison experiments were designed to test
various theories about possible ways to improve system
throughput. In order to provide a common basis for com-
parison, a test job stream was captured on magnetic tape
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and used in each experiment. This test job stream was
chosen to provide a representative cross section of the
normal workload. It consisted of 3^ jobs distributed
into the three smallest classes. Class K jobs were
restricted to 100K core storage, Class B jobs to 150K, and
Class C jobs to 200K. There were 22 Class K jobs, with a
mean CPU utilization of 6.7 seconds, 8 Class B jobs, with
a mean CPU utilization of 24.6 seconds, and three Class C
Jobs with a mean CPU time of .6 seconds. There was only
one job which used a large amount of CPU time, a Class B
job which used 180.0 seconds. The next largest CPU time
in the remainder of the stream was 18.1 seconds. Total
CPU time used by all jobs was 3^5.5 seconds.
This job stream is fairly representative of the normal
job stream flowing through the Center during the day. The
results of the various experiments are shown in Table I.
1 . Testing the Effect of Unnecessary Seek Time on
Disk Drive 230
As mentioned earlier, the layout of certain data
sets on disk drive 230 caused unnecessary seek time. This
was corrected and tested to determine the extent of the
effect on system throughput. The test stream was run
through the computer system as it was. Times were measured
using SMF . Then the PL/1 Library was moved to a spare disk
pack with no other data sets on it. The FORTRAN Library
was moved to another moderately active pack. The test job




SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS
EXPERIMENT ELAPSED TIME*(min : sees)
768K available, multiprogramming 30:27
512K available, serial processing, 33:14
(1 initiator)
512K available, multiprogramming 29:48
512K available, multiprogramming, 26:08
modules relocated




512K available, multiprogramming, 26:28
modules relocated,
priority dispatching
512K available, multiprogramming, 2*1:14
modules relocated, Job
Queue and language
libraries on IBM 2301
Drum and separate channel
512K available, multiprogramming, 25:41
modules relocated, Job
Queue on separate disk
drive
*Measured from the initiation of the first step of the first
job until the termination of the last step of the last job.
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Total elapsed time from the start of the first job step
until the completion of the last was almost identical.
Printing of job output finished one minute later during
the second run. However, this was due to a change in
the order the jobs finished because of the rearrangement
of the libraries, rather than some change in average
response time. The conclusion was drawn that the wasted
seek time under the existing arrangement, while undesirable,
did not have a significant effect on the throughput of the
computer system. Additionally, it was concluded that the
very high activity believed to be associated with these
libraries was not of the scale expected.
2 , Comparing Multiprogramming and Simulated Serial
Processing
Operating System 360 (OS/MVT) is a multiprogramming
system. That means that several jobs are in core at once,
and when one becomes busy with an input-output operation,
the CPU can process another. This is to provide a degree
of overlap, and to maximize processor utilization. The
number of jobs which can be active in core at one time is
principally a function of the core required by each job,
and the core available. When the core storage used during
the day by the time-sharing system is available to the
operating system, more jobs can be multiprogrammed. Pre-
sumably then, a greater degree of overlap would be achieved,




Theoretically, if simultaneous job input-output (1-0)
activity slowed down response time greatly, then serial
processing operation would process the job stream in the
shortest amount of elapsed time. Conversely, if 1-0 res-
ponse times were not significantly lengthened by an increase
in total activity, then multiprogramming with the additional
core storage would finish the stream much faster.
Three tests were made, again using the job stream on
tape. It was known that the operating system occupied
200K+ core storage. This meant that sufficient core was
available for 2 100K jobs with two core storage units online,
and there would be enough core for three to four 100K jobs
with the third unit available. (The number should vary
from three to four depending upon core fragmentation.)
The first test employed three core modules and four
initiators of appropriate classes to run the test stream.
This test required an elapsed time of 30 minutes 27 seconds.
The second test used two core storage units and only one
initiator. The purpose of this was to simulate serial
processing (one initiator limited the number of user jobs
in core to one). This test required 33 minutes 1H seconds
elapsed time. Clearly some overlap was being achieved by
multiprogramming, although not a great quantity. The third
test used two core storage units with four initiators. It
required 29 minutes 48 seconds elapsed time. It was faster
than the test with three core modules! The time difference
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between tests one and three was not great, and the results
would undoubtedly vary with the characteristics of different
job streams. This was interpreted, however, as an indica-
tion (not proof) that the processor overlap was being
negated to an extent by increased mean disk 1-0 response
times. It is possible, however, that the rearranged order
of execution of the jobs in the stream may have produced
this effect indirectly. The exact implications of this
result could not be fully explored without further elaborate
job stream tests. Such tests were not practical because
of the large amounts of computer time required. Perhaps
the most significant aspect of this test was that the
test with the third core unit did not significantly out-
perform the test with only two core modules.
3. Placing the Job Queue and Language Libraries on
Drum Storage
Since the Job Queue was known to be a high-activity
system data set, and the PL/1 and FORTRAN Libraries were
frequently used, an experiment was conducted with these
data sets moved from their usual disk storage locations to
drum storage. The drum is considerably faster, as shown
by Figure 2, as there is no time spent waiting for arm
movement. The data transmission rate and the average
rotational delay are also faster. Using the separate
channel to the drum (channel one) also contributes to
faster access times. The data sets moved were normally
located on disk packs which caused much arm movement. The
same test job stream as used previously was run again.
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The job stream required 2k minutes 13 seconds elapsed
time to complete. This represented a 7% reduction in time
compared to the previously observed shortest time. Toge-
ther with the earlier reduction this represented approxi-
mately a 20% reduction in the original best time that the
job stream required to complete processing. It is possible
that the percentage reduction may be even more significant,
as there was one very input-output bound job which always
required nine to ten minutes elapsed time to finish. This
job contributed little to the savings, which were primarily
realized from the other smaller jobs. Had this job not
been in the stream, the total time to which the reduction
applied would have been smaller, thus yielding a greater
percentage. The job stream was chosen, however, as a
variety of jobs, in order to yield results which would
apply to more than just the smallest classes.
The Computer Center had formerly kept the Job Queue on
the drum before changing to Release 18 of the operating
system. This had required draining the system of jobs
after the time-sharing system was closed down for the day.
This draining was necessary in order to set up the second
Job Queue on the drum without leaving jobs overnight in the
former queue. This had proved to be too costly in time,
even considering the advantage realized by increased
throughput
,
The amount of contribution to the increased speed which
resulted from faster access to the libraries is not known.
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This would require a separate test in order to isolate the
contribution. It is known however, that the contribution
is noticeable. It is believed, though, that the movement
of the Job Queue was primarily responsible for the additional
7% decrease in elapsed time.
4 . Placing the Link Library on Drum Storage
The Link Library contains those system code modules
which are not permanently resident in core storage. It
is accessed very frequently by the supervisor and problem
programs. A test was designed to measure the effect
of placing this library on drum storage. This had been
done before, without formal measurement, and it was known
to contribute substantially to improved system throughput.
The experiment failed, as it was discovered that the Link
Library had recently grown too large to fit on the drum.
It is conceivable that the size of the Link Library could
be reduced; however, there is a significant disadvantage
to placing the Link Library on the drum. This disadvantage
is that it requires that job processing be halted for
approximately *10 minutes while the library is copied onto
the drum. Even without the actual experiment, it is
possible to estimate the degree of throughput improvement
which would be required to justify moving the Link Library
to the drum each night. Small job processing in the evenings
typically takes place for three to four hours after the drum
becomes available. Beyond this time the system is primarily
compute-bound, and so it is doubtful that the faster
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available access to the Link Library would have a signifi-
cant effect during the later hours. Moving the Link
Library would require that more than forty minutes be
saved in the first four hours in order to justify the time
spent moving it. This would represent an approximate 17%
improvement in throughput in order to compensate for the
move. It is extremely doubtful that this much improvement
would be realized.
5. Placing the Job Queue on a Separate Disk Pack
Another experiment was conducted to investigate the
possibility that keeping the Job Queue on a separate disk
pack from the Link Library would result in a significant
improvement in system throughput. A separate work disk
pack was mounted on one of the private drives and the Job
Queue placed on it. The experiment required 25 minutes 31
seconds elapsed time. This was only a 36 second improvement
over the previously obtained best time with the Job Queue
in its former location. Again, it is possible that the
percentage improvement might be larger had the one long job
not been present in the test job stream. The relatively
high seek time revealed on the drive where the Job Queue
and Link Library are normally located leads to the conclu-
sion that improved throughput would result from separating
the location of these two packs. The improvement noted,
however, amounted to only about a 1.9% decrease in the
elapsed time required to complete the job stream. It is
possible that this was a side effect of slightly decreased
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spool space, which was caused as a byproduct of moving
certain disk packs in order to accomodate the Job Queue
on a pack by itself. This result was not viewed as con-
clusive evidence that the joint location of the Job Queue
and the Link Library on the same pack had only a small
detrimental effect on system performance during periods
of much small job activity.
D. EXTERNAL CONSIDERATIONS
There are several non-computer factors affecting job
turnaround time in addition to the time required for the
computer to process user jobs. Important among these con-
siderations are manual job handling times and scheduling
of computer availability. Job handling times were discussed
previously in the section about turnaround times. Also the
actual scheduling of computer production hours is important.
The Computer Center management is aware of this and monitors
system workload, adding extra shifts as required, particu-
larly on weekends near the end of the academic quarter.
During the week, the Computer Center is in production 2k
hours daily except for preventive maintenance time, systems
software maintenance time, and unscheduled system failures.
The importance of reserving computer time on a regular
basis for preventive maintenance and systems software
maintenance is well known. It is also important that the
time reserved for these activities be scheduled to minimize
interference with production while not violating certain
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other constraints such as available employee working hours,
etc. In planning such maintenance time, it is important
to know the pattern of user job submission activity.
1 . User Job Arrival Patterns
The actual arrival times of user jobs were measured
for a one week period from 2 March through 6 March 1970.
The arrival times measured were for all batch processing
jobs, including individual WATFOR jobs. The arrivals were
grouped into 96 15-minute periods beginning at midnight.
The number of arrivals in each period were tallied. The
mean of each of the 96 periods was taken for each period
over the five day work week Monday through Friday. The
results of this measurement are shown in Figure 9.
Classes at the Naval Postgraduate School convene at
ten minutes past the hour and are dismissed at the next
hour. This pattern is clearly reflected in Figure 9 which
shows many job arrivals just before and after each hour,
while the periods between fifteen past and fifteen minutes
before the hour show less activity. Peak arrivals were
observed during the morning hours, although there was only
slightly less activity in the afternoon. Activity tapered
off in the afternoon to a low during the dinner hours . It
then climbed again as students returned for evening study.
Job submissions declined to a minimum by 1:30 A.M. Early
arrivals began shortly after 6:00 A.M. and increased sharply
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Computer operations on weekday morning's are devoted to
hardware preventive maintenance and system software main-
tenance for approximately two hours each morning. Frequently
this requires that the system be brought to a halt by 7:00
A.M. or so. In order to stop the system, the computer
operators stop loading the system an hour or so before, and
allow the jobs in the system to finish processing and com-
plete printing. Sometimes it is possible to halt the system
with jobs still in the work queues. The system is usually
not stopped until all finished jobs have been printed. User
jobs are not normally loaded again until the hardware
maintenance or systems software maintenance work has been
completed. There are exceptions to this rule, however,
and whenever possible production is resumed as early as
possible
.
On mornings when no jobs have been loaded since 6:00
A.M., a significant number of jobs have accumulated at
the dispatch desk by the time the computer system is again
available for production. The process of restarting the
system and processing daily system housekeeping chores such
as purging expired data sets, etc., can cause additional
delays in resuming production. These are usually slight.
If jobs were not loaded from 6:00 A.M. until 10:30 A.M.
during the week in which arrivals were measured (a worst
case situation), over a third of the total number of jobs
submitted on that day would have already arrived by the
time loading was resumed. Clearly the system had a substantial
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backlog under these conditions, and user turnaround times
would reflect the adverse situation. On days when the
computer system was unavailable for only very short periods
of time, the improvement in response to users was noticeable
for several hours
.
Management, of course, does not have available extra
funds to spend on maintenance and systems programming over-
time charges, and must live within the normal working hours.
It is very valuable, in terms of user response by the
system, to have the IBM maintenance personnel begin their
work by 7:00 A.M. as they presently do. Were this work
begun later in the day, the effect on response time would
be most adverse. Probably the best solution to this problem
is to continue to monitor the requirements for this type of
system time, and to continue scheduling it judiciously,
resuming production at the earliest possible time each day.
2 , Job Class Definitions
The Computer Center uses a software package known
as the Job Stream Manager to classify user jobs into a
maximum of fifteen classes based on requested resources.
The resources used in making classifications include pro-
cessor time, disk working space, print spool space, tape
requests, and core storage requests. The parameters against
which resource requests are compared for classification
purposes may be changed as desired. Presently, jobs are
classified primarily on core, print spool space, disk work-
ing space, and processor time, in that order. The Job
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Stream Manager includes a Job Stream Manager Statistical
Analysis Program, which shows the reasons for jobs being
placed in the next lower class. The statistics produced
by this analysis program show conclusively that core
storage requests are responsible for more classifications
into other than the highest priority class than all other
reasons together. The only other significant reasons
were a small number of jobs which requested tapes, and a
small number requiring large amounts of print spool space
or disk working space. Core storage is indeed a critical
asset, and it is well to use it as one of the main criteria
in classifying jobs.
The importance of the job class lies in the fact that
the computer treats these jobs classes by priority, depend-
ing on instructions issued by the computer operator.
Typically all jobs in the highest priority class will be
serviced before any in the next highest priority class.
This can be, and sometimes is varied so that the two highest
classes may be serviced together.
The highest priority job class will allow a user to
request up to 12 minutes of processor execution time.
Figure 10 shows the actual distribution of time used by
user jobs. Class K, the highest priority class, includes
approximately 98% of all jobs based on the time actually
used. Provision is made to expedite those jobs which request
less than four minutes, and even this sub-class includes 93%
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twofold. First, greater discrimination in assigning job
classes should be based upon time requested . Secondly,
users must be educated to make realistic estimates of the
processor time required. Most users used the standard
Job Control Language procedures which provide for a total
time requested of three minutes. Lowering this default
time to a more realistic estimate would force users to
pay more attention to their time requests. This however,
would have the undesirable effect of imposing upon those
users who did not wish priority treatment. Moreover, it
would probably just reduce the mean time requests, and
place most all the users again in the same class, just with
more time and trouble expended by all concerned. A better
solution might be to provide a special fast class or
subclass, probably not allowing more than 15 seconds total
requested processing time. This would still leave 60-70%
of the user jobs eligible for this class. It would however,
make this increased turnaround response available only to
those who were concerned enough to add Job Control statements
to override the standard default three minute time requests
in the standard procedures. This feature would provide a
route for the user interested in faster turnaround to do
something to achieve it.
E. ANALYSIS OF MONITOR MEASUREMENTS
The SUPERMON software system monitor was used to collect
data about the total batch processing system performance.
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As mentioned earlier, the data collected by this monitor
were not restricted to problem program data as were the data
collected by the Systems Management Facilities.
1 . Rearranging Resident and Nonresident System Modules
The literature on the topic of measuring and opti-
mizing IBM 36O installations frequently mentions that one
of the areas in which many improvements can be made is in
balancing resident and nonresident system modules. A
choice must be made at system generation time as to which
modules of a certain group are to be made permanently
resident in core storage and which are to reside on direct
access storage. Essentially this is a three-way tradeoff
between amount of core used, number of direct access
device accesses, and determining which modules will actually
be used most often. Too many modules in core reduces the
core storage available to user programs. Too few resident
in core increases direct access device accesses to a level
where the access response time becomes a system bottleneck.
Determining which modules should be made resident once the
available amount of core has been determined is also diffi-
cult. This is true because the particular modules which
should be in core are a function of the type of job stream
an installation processes. The type of job stream can be
a dynamic thing, varying according to time of day, season,
and a host of other factors. Ideally, the most frequently
used routines should be core resident, as well as some which
are less frequently used, but which may impede system
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performance if they cannot be obtained extremely quickly
when needed. All modules made core-resident must be in
reentrant code. IBM provides a recommended list of modules
to make core resident. This has proven not to be an opti-
mal list for the needs of the Naval Postgraduate School.
The operations and systems programming staffs have in the
past prepared a list based upon their best estimates of
which modules should be used most frequently. No method was
available to measure module usage until SUPERMON was
obtained. This task is made more difficult by the large
number of system modules, there being very many of them,
all with non-descriptive code names.
Due to the large number of modules involved, it is a
time-consuming task to analyze which should be core-resident
and which should not. This task was undertaken by a member
of the systems programming staff and is continuing as of
this writing. An initial rearrangement of a few modules
was made. Some infrequently-used modules, including part
of the Graphic Subroutine Package for the IBM 2250 display
unit were made non-resident, and certain modules involved
in console typewriter and card reader input-output were
made core resident. Again, console typewriter modules are
a sort of classic group which are frequently found desirable
to be made core-resident in the optimization process. The
effect on system throughput was tested using the test job
stream which had been collected for the other actual per-
formance tests described earlier. The result was compared
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with an identical run of the test job stream made before
the rearrangement of system modules. The principal com-
parison between the two job streams was the elapsed time
between the beginning of the first step of the first job
started and the termination of the last step of the last
job finished. The test using the original configuration
of system modules completed the processing in an elapsed
time of 29 minutes HQ seconds. The same stream was run in
an elapsed time of 26 minutes 7 seconds after rearranging
these few modules. The difference was 3 minutes Hi seconds,
or an 11.5$ reduction in the time required to process the
test job stream. This is an isolated test and not suf-
ficient basis for using the observed percentage improvement
as a firm figure, but it is an indication of the approximate
improvement realized as a result of this module rearrange-
ment. It was the observation of the operators using the
system later for production, that there was a marked
improvement in system performance and throughput, par-
ticularly with respect to the speed with which the card
reader processed jobs being read. Previously this had
been a bottleneck since the change from Release 16 of the
Operating System to Release 18. The card reader was being
delayed by the excessive time taken by the reader-interpreter
to analyze the Job Control statements in the input stream.
The reader-interpreter stopped the card reader whenever a
Job Control statement was encountered. Once the statement
was analyzed, the card reader again started reading cards.
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This took the form of a pause of several seconds while each
Job Control statement was analyzed. At times, this process
was so slow that a hardware control in the card reader shut
off the card reader motor during long pauses. When there
were many jobs to be loaded it was necessary to use an
alternative reader task which spooled the card images on
tape for later processing by the reader-interpreter. The
response of the reader-interpreter was sufficiently improved
after the module rearrangement that a distinct improvement
in card reader performance was noticed. As a result, usage
of the alternative card-to-tape task was reduced to periods
when extremely large numbers of jobs had to be loaded
through the reader.
As the process of analyzing system module usage con-
tinues, further improvements are anticipated. The primary
reason for the improvements in overall system performance
is that the system wait time is reduced. The system goes
into a waiting state when no system tasks or user jobs
require processing and are ready for that processing.
Consequently if a system task or task of a user job requires
a system module, then that task can normally not proceed
until it obtains the use of that module. As the number
of accesses to direct access storage increase, the mean
access response time increases, resulting in more tasks
waiting on the completion of input-output operations.
There are cases where multitasking (an overlapping tech-
nique) occurs and other tasks can be performed for a job while
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waiting for a previously initiated access to complete. The
increase in access response times results from a higher
percentage of busy time for the channels, control unit, and
disk drive in use. Placing the most-used modules permanently
in core storage has two beneficial effects - it virtually
eliminates tasks being placed in a non-executable status
pending completion of the input operation for that particu-
lar module, and it reduces the total number of direct access
device accesses, thereby reducing some of the load which
contributes to degraded input-output response times.
2 . Disk Storage Accesses
The SUPERMON monitor gave a very comprehensive pic-
ture of activity on the IBM 231^ Direct Access Storage
Facility. The highest activity among the individual disk
packs on the facility was observed on drives 230 and 231.
These were the locations of the language libraries and
Supervisor Call Library, and system Job Queue and Link
Library, respectively. Accesses to drive 231 were observed
to account for kk% of all accesses to the 231^ during one
67-minute test period. This observation was taken on a
busy Friday morning between 9:50 A.M. and 10:57 A.M. The
system had been in operation since 7:00 A.M. and was very
busy with the typical daytime load consisting of many small
jobs. During this observation period, 104 job steps were
initiated. Disk drive 230 accounted for 23% of all accesses
during this same period, for a total for both drives of 67%
of all accesses during this period. The three spool drives
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accounted for 28$ of the remaining 33$ of the total facility
accesses. SUPERMON statistics showed that 5.9$ of the time
during the test that the arm on drive 230 was in motion or
seeking. The arm of drive 231 was seeking 24.55% of the
time! Respectively the two drives spent 6.8$ and 15.58$ of
the time during the test actually transmitting data. Seek
time on the three spool drives ranged from 3.3$ to 5.7$.
Spool drive transmission time ranged from 6.4$ to 7.28$ of
the time. All packs on the IBM 2314 facility must transmit
data via a single control unit. This control unit had pre-
viously been suspected of being a system bottleneck. Data
collected during various tests have shown this not to be
the case. In this particular test, the control unit was
causing input-output operations to wait because it was
busy only 7.1$ of the time. Obviously the seek time on
drive 231 was a significant bottleneck to the system,
particularly since this pack contained both the system Job
Queue and the Link Library, which contains system modules.
These two data sets are located adjacent to each other,
however both are large, on the order of thirty cylinders
each, and consequently a certain amount of seeking is
inevitable as long as the two data sets are on the same
pack. There are no other high activity data sets on the
pack on drive 231. Clearly a decrease in activity on that
pack would result in a smaller amount of time being used on
seek operations as well as less time transmitting data.
This could be achieved by various means and is discussed in
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more detail later In the paper. This particular sample
period was used as an example because it was typical of
the figures obtained during other samples taken when the
system was occupied with large numbers of small jobs. It
is interesting to note that samples taken during periods
when just a few very large jobs were being processed showed
seek time on drive 230 to be less than one percent, and
approximately four percent on drive 231. Data transmission
percentages were one and three percent respectively.
The reasons for the high activity during periods when
many small jobs are being processed are many. The system
Job Queue maintains records on the location and status of
the many different data sets which comprise each job. Cer-
tain system tables and queues are also maintained there.
This information is used and updated whenever any processing
step is started on a job. This flow of information begins
when the job is encountered by the reader-interpreter, and
continues until the job has finished printing. The
Link Library contains many modules which are associated with
initiation and termination of jobs, as well as a variety of
other general modules.
3. Channel Activity
The IBM 231^ Direct Access Storage Facility is
accessed via a dedicated channel, channel two. The channel
is connected to the storage control unit, which in turn
controls the various disk packs which comprise the IBM 2314.
The channel is controlled by a IBM 2846 channel controller
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which controls channels one and two. Channel one is used only
when the IBM 2301 drum is used with the batch processing
system. In addition to transmitting data to and from the
IBM 2314, the channel also transmits channel input-output
commands giving direction to the controller and disk drives.
The SUPERMON monitor measures channel activity as well
as devices and control unit activity. The channel reflects
periods of many small jobs In the same way as the IBM 2 31
^
storage facility. During the same 67-minute test period
mentioned previously, channel two, the channel dedicated
to the IBM 2314, was in use 45.4$ of the time. During 29.6$
of the time it was not only busy, but other input-output
operations were waiting on the channel. No other input-
output operations were waiting on the channel during the
remaining 15.7$ of busy time. During the 54.6$ of the time
that the channel was not in use, 24". 5^ of the measured time
the channel was not busy but was about to be used, i.e. the
channel queue was not empty.
The channel was apparently more of a bottleneck than
the IBM 2314 facility. This however, is not as simple as
it first appears. If the actual response time of the
IBM 2314 improved, it should reduce the amount of time that
the channel is busy. This will be particularly true if the
total level of activity on the IBM 2314 decreases.
During the sample period mentioned previously as being
a period of a low number of larger jobs, channel two was
in use only 11.9$ of the time. During the 81.5* of free
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time, only 6.^9% of that time was the channel about to be
used. The 11. 9^% of busy time was composed of 7 . 83%
busy time, and 4.11% busy time with other operations waiting
to use the channel. The key to activity is again believed
related to large numbers of jobs.
Once more, reducing the activity level on the unit in
question, in this case the channel, should improve response
time on input-output requests and speed up system throughput
H
. Processor Utilization
Processor utilization was observed varying from 30%
to 77%. The typical daytime utilization was approximately
40%. During the night the utilization was observed in the
60% to 77.5% range. These SUPERMON utilization figures
agree with data collected by SMP. The utilization, of
course, varies directly with the number and type of jobs
being processed.
5. Core Fragmentation
Core fragmentation is the name for the circumstance
when multiprogramming results in a misallocation of core
storage such that there are several large pieces of core,
the sum of which is large enough for a job region, but that
none of the pieces alone are large enough to start a job.
User core storage regions must be contiguous. There are
certain exceptions to this statement, however these are
generally minor.
SUPERMON data for the same 67-minute period mentioned
previously showed that the sum of this fragmented core was
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in the range 50K to ll4K 515S of the time, and in the range
100K to 164K 23% of the time. The largest contiguous block
of core was in these ranges 71% and 6% of the time respec-
tively. Another SUPERMON measure shows that only 6% of the
time was there a block as large as 100K available.
This indicates that the 71% of the time that there was a
block in the 50K to ll4K range available, that this block
was almost always less than 100K, which is the default
region size for the compilers and the linkage editor which
comprise the bulk of the job steps (approximately two-
thirds). Still another measure provided for the same
period indicated that the average amount of core wasted
was 48K. It is interesting to note that during this
period only one writer task was in operation. Each writer
task uses 48K of core storage. Had another writer task been
in operation there would have been enough core for it at
least 71% of the time, although it is conceivable that
fragmentation might occur part of that time and reduce the
number of regions which would be available.
The sample taken during the period with only a few jobs,
but large ones, showed that 34% of the time no 100K regions
were available, that 5% of the time one was available, and
that 59% of the time two 100K regions were available. The
same measure indicated that 8l% of the time there were no
150K regions available, and that 17% of the time there was
one available. Total core available was in the 250K to
314K range 43.6% of the time, the 200K to 264K range 15% of
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the time, and the OK to 64K region 33$ of the time. The
largest block was in the same ranges 1% , 15%, and 33$
respectively. Additionally H7% of the time the largest
block was in the 100K to 164K range. There was a 100K
region available 65% of the time. The reasons for the
substantial differences in core availability between the
two tests are that an additional 256K of core was online
during the second sample, and that the large jobs which
were running typically required large regions, often more
than 150K, and the system was collecting core until a
sufficiently large region was available. The second test
was of 55 minutes duration, running from 1:57 A.M. until
2:52 A.M.
F. PRIORITY DISPATCHING OF INPUT-OUTPUT BOUND JOBS
The Center's management was aware of the problem of jobs
which were very input-output bound, requiring an excessive
amount of elapsed time to complete. This situation caused
core and other resources to be tied up when they were needed
for other jobs. In an effort to alleviate this problem, a
priority dispatching scheme was implemented. Dispatching
is the process of giving control of the CPU to a job so that
it can be processed. Fundamentally, this dispatcher moni-
tors which jobs are the most input-output bound and reassigns
them high dispatching priorities. These high priorities
place these jobs in line for available processor time ahead
of compute bound jobs. This is done because the input-output
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bound jobs are in that condition because they frequently
are not in an executable state because they are waiting
on the completion of pending input-output activity. The
priority dispatcher essentially would cause these jobs to
receive any available processor time ahead of other jobs
as soon as that time was available and the job was in an
executable condition. Previously, the job might have had
to wait until a compute-bound job either lost control of
the processor or became not executable. This technique
is known to expedite input-output bound jobs. However it
had no noticeable effect on the execution of the test job
stream. This was not viewed as a particularly good test
of the priority dispatching technique, as only one of the
jobs in the test stream was heavily input-output bound,
and in both cases only a restricted amount of multi-
programming was being done (usually only two jobs active
at a time). It is believed that there was sufficient
unused time available for the non-priority dispatched jobs
to receive processor time as soon as they were in an
executable state anyway. If this was the case, then the
small amount of multiprogramming could have reduced the
value of this test. It is possible that the comparison
would be more in favor of the priority dispatcher were a
third core storage unit online. Due to the lack of firm
evidence available as a result of the test, no conclusions
were drawn as a result.
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V. SIMULATION OF THE JOB STREAM FLOW
A. OBJECTIVE
The many variables which affect the flow of a job stream
through a computer center cause the flow to be a very complex
process. Management is faced with the problem of deciding
what controls to use and how to use them in manipulating
the flow of jobs through the center.
The complexity of the job flow through the Computer Cen-
ter makes it difficult to reach conclusions about the effects
of varying controls by analytical techniques alone. Heuris-
tic techniques are most often used to evaluate the effects
of changing some system control parameters. The controls
management may wish to vary can range from an internal
parameter in the computer system to the operators working
schedule
,
A simulation model of the flow of computer jobs through
the W. R c Church Computer Center was developed to assist
management in evaluating the effects of varying certain
control parameters. The process being simulated is illus-
trated in Figure 3. Simulation has several advantages in
this case. It is easier to use than actually conducting
full-scale experiments involving the Center's operations,
and it is less costly in time and unproductive effort. The
principal disadvantage is that simulation models are seldom
completely faithful to the actual system, and that in some
cases simulations produce erroneous and misleading results.
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It is important to understand the restrictions of a partic-
ular simulation model as well as its uses.
The model developed will not produce the same results
as the same job stream actually processed through the com-
puter system. It will, however, allow management to use
it as a comparative tool in analyzing the effects of
changing various system control variables. Running the
model with a given job stream, and then running it again
with only a single parameter or only a few parameters changed
will allow the user to gain insight into the effects of
changing the control variables. It will also provide a
basis for forming opinions about the relative value of such
changes. The primary value will be in using the model as a
tool for studying the processing system, and comparing
different runs of the identical job stream with changed
control parameters, or of different job streams with
identical control parameters.
B. DESCRIPTION OP THE MODEL
The simulation model is a dynamic simulation of the job
stream flow through the Computer Center. Although the model
was developed with OS/360 in mind, it is applicable to
multiprogramming operating systems in general. Varying the
control parameters allows the user enough flexibility to
simulate a general multiprogramming system rather than just
the one at the Center. It is important to understand that
the primary concern of this model is the effect that various
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portions of the system have on the job stream flow. It
is not a detailed simulation of the operating system, in
that it does not maintain tables on a multitude of devices,
modules, etc. It does however simulate the primary con-
trollable features of the hardware/software system.
Principal components of the simulation are shown in
Figure 11.
Being a dynamic model, the heart of the system is a
clock. This clock uses a basic interval normally assigned
the value of .1 second. The value of the basic interval
can be varied. The value of .1 second was chosen because
it is small enough to give a valuable approximation of even
processor utilization, and also large enough to allow a
period of several hours to be simulated without using
excessive computer time.
The model was written in PL/1 source language. PL/1
was chosen because of its great power, and particularly
because of its based storage and pointer variable features.
GPSS was considered and rejected because a very specific
model was planned. The simulation consists of two basic
and separate programs - the Job Generator and the Model
itself. Listings of these programs appear at the end of
this paper.
1 . Job Generator
The job generator program creates a job stream which





































options. The job stream may be generated from actual
historical data or from statistical data. In either case,
the user must supply the source data to the job generator
in the form of punched cards. Job generator program inputs
are shown in Table II.
When using the historical data option, the user must
first obtain the historical source data. This is done by
obtaining Job Steam Manager records in the form of punched
cards from the Job Stream Manager, and system utilization
data from the System Management Facilities, also in the form
of punched cards . The data from the Job Stream Manager
provides information about requested resources such as core
requested, time requested, print spool space and disk work
space requests, tape requests, etc. The SMF data provide
information about resources actually used by jobs — actual
processor execution time, actual time required to print
the job output, and actual step input-output accesses. The
data from each source must be for the same stream of jobs.
The job generator program correlates the two input data
sets by job name and system log time. Once correlated, the
two records are merged into a larger record, in the format
for input to the model program, and this record is punched
into cards. The record for each job requires three punched
cards
,
The statistical data option allows the user to furnish




JOB GENERATOR PROGRAM INPUTS
JOB STREAM MANAGER RECORD INPUT
Meaning
Compilation and Execution step core requests
(K bytes)
Total number of tapes requested
Amount of requested output spool space
(2K byte units)
Amount of requested disk workspace
(2K byte units)
Total CPU time requested by the job (minutes)
Time job logged by the reader/interpreter





















SYSTEM MANAGEMENT FACILITIES INPUT
Meaning
Job name
Time job logged by the reader/interpreter
Date job logged by the reader/interpreter
Job printing time (tenths of seconds)
Number of job steps
Vector of Step CPU time used (tenths of seconds)
Vector of Step core requests (K bytes)










Status switch for synthetic job stream option
Status switch for generating CPU time and
1-0 access values from the exponential
distribution
SYNTHETIC JOB STREAM INPUT
Meaning
Mean CPU time used when generating CPU times
from the exponential distribution
Mean 1-0 interrupts used when generating 1-0
interrupts from the exponential distribution























Number of steps per job
Cumulative Density Function (C.D.F.) for CPU
times
Corresponding values for CPU time C.D.F.
(tenths of seconds)
Length of CPCD and CPCM vectors
Core request C.D.F.
Corresponding values for Core C.D.F. (K bytes)
Length of COCD and COCM vectors
1-0 interrupt C.D.F.
Corresponding values for 1-0 interrupt C.D.F.
Length of ACCD and ACCM vectors
Print time C.D.F.
Corresponding values for print time C.D.F.
(tenths of seconds)
Length of PTCD and PTCM vectors
Output spool space C.D.F.
Output spool space corresponding values
Length of SOCD and SOCM vectors
Disk working space C.D.F.
Corresponding values for disk working
space C.D.F.
Length of SDCD and SDCM vectors
user supplies data in the form of statistical distributions.
All characteristics may be generated from the user-supplied
distributions, or in the case of step processor times and
input-output accesses, from an exponential distribution of a
specified mean. The user furnishes distributions in the
form of cumulative frequency distributions. The job gener-
ator then uses a procedure called REALIZE which generates
uniform pseudorandom numbers and generates variates from
the distributions furnished. This realization process is
accomplished in the following manner. The random number
generated is used in a search of the cumulative density
distribution to find the bracket in which this number falls.
A second distribution has also been furnished by the user
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which contains the mean value for each bracket corresponding
to the frequency distribution. The REALIZE procedure then
uses this mean as the value for the particular job
characteristic being generated.
The user can vary the characteristics of the jobs gen-
erated by simply changing either the cumulative density
values or the corresponding mean variate values. This
provides a very flexible tool for generating job streams
with almost any range of characteristics. After using the
job generator program to generate a job stream, the
storage media being punched cards, the user can then build
a custom job stream by selecting only jobs which meet some
specific criteria which he has in mind. This feature was
included to add even more flexibility.
2. Simulation Model
The simulation program accepts as input the job
stream in the form of a punched card file, and processes it
through the system as defined by the user. Job inputs are
summarized in Table III. The user defines the system by
specifying values for a number of control parameters in
another input card file. These control parameters are
shown in Table IV and are discussed later. The initial
task of the simulation is to load the job stream into stor-
age. PL/1 based storage and pointer variables are used to
great advantage in the simulation. Each set of cards in




INPUT JOB CHARACTERISTICS FOR EACH JOB
Variable Name Usage
JOBNAME Name of the job
REGION Maximum core storage requested by any step
ETIME Total requested CPU time
SYSOUT-SPACE Total requested output spool space
TAPES Total number of tapes requested
WSPACE Total amount of disk working space requested
PTIME Time job requires to be printed
STEPCNT Number of job steps
SCPC8) CPU time used by each step
SCR(8) Core storage requested by each step
SAC(8) 1-0 interrupts generated by each step
A-TIME Job arrival time
A-DAY Job arrival day
All times are expressed in timer units, normally .1 second.
Parenthesized numbers following variable names indicate the
dimension of a linear array.
containing many variables and arrays of variables which
contain the job's attributes. These attributes range from
the job name to the number of accesses to direct access
storage devices in any given job step. Each job may contain
up to eight steps. A based structure is allocated for each
job in the stream. These structures are chained together in
the order read in using forward and backward pointers. This
feature allows the user to have as many jobs as he can
provide core storage for, as each structure is allocated as
required. The job structures occupy the same storage loca-
tion throughout the simulation. The movement of the job
through the system is simulated by changing the values of
queue pointers and job pointers. Significant computer time
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is saved by modifying only pointers when a simulated move
takes place, rather than physically moving the entire
structure. A copy of the input job stream information is
printed as each structure is initialized. The job struc-
tures include the time that the job "arrives" at the dispatch
counter. The job is not considered to be eligible for
dispatching until the simulation clock has advanced to the
arrival time of the job.
Once the job structuring has been completed, the simu-
lation is started by executing the clock loop. The user
has a variety of options to use in collecting information
about events occurring within the model. A dump routine
may be used which dumps all control variables and all system
queue contents, by job name, priority, and position, at
specified intervals. A sampling routine may be used to
collect queue statistics at specified intervals. Again
controlled storage is used to good advantage. The model
computes the number of samples which will be taken and
allocates the exact amount of storage required.
Dispatching of user jobs from the dispatch desk is
done at specified intervals. These jobs are dispatched to
the card reader. The card reader may be either on or off.
If it is off, jobs queue up at the card reading station.
If it is on, the card reader reads jobs and passes them to
the Job Stream Manager at specified intervals. The Job
Stream Manager requires a specified amount of time to
classify the job and place it into one of up to fifteen
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defined classes. Class definition is based upon requested
processor time, requested maximum core storage, system
print spool space, number of tapes requested, and disk
working space. Priority assignments are made within classes
according to specified criteria. Jobs remain in the class
queues until they are attached by an initiator.
The user may specify up to fifteen initiators. Each
initiator is represented by a bit switch which indicates if
it is available or not, and by a character string. The
initiator character string may contain up to fifteen letters
Each letter represents the identifying letter of a particular
job class. When computer processing is started, and initia-
tors are started and assigned character strings, each
initiator always looks first to the queue containing the
class of jobs described by the first letter in its character
string. If there are jobs in this queue, the initiator
attaches the highest priority job in the queue. If this
queue is empty, the initiator looks to the queue described
by the second letter in its character string. This process
continues until a job is attached or the list of queues for
the particular initiator is exhausted. Each initiator will
look only at those queues which are described by a letter
in its character string. The user must specify the number
and type of initiators to be used. As an example, a "KBC"
initiator would look first to the "K" queue for a job. If
there were no "K" jobs, then it would look to the "B" queue,
and finally to the "C" queue, if the "B" queue were empty.
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The initiator would attach the highest priority job in the
first queue containing jobs.
Once an initiator attaches a job, it joins a queue of
initiators waiting for core storage space for the attached
jobs. If there is no queue, the initiator attempts to
obtain core storage for the first step of the attached job.
If it is successful, the job step is loaded by placing it
in a queue of active jobs. Available core storage is
reduced by the amount of core used. If the initiator is
not successful, it waits as a queue of length one, waiting
on resources. Both the resources waiting queue and the
active jobs queue are based on job priority.
As the model cycles, processor time is distributed to
user job steps in the active queue through a variable pro-
cedure. The user has the option of specifying the amount
of time available to the active jobs during that time inter-
val. Alternatively he may specify a range of times which
can be made available to the active jobs. A random process
is used to choose an amount of time within this range to be
used in the particular cycle of the model. The user has
the further option of allocating time equally among all
active jobs, or specifying that the available time is to
be allocated to the jobs in inverse proportion to their
input-output activity. This latter procedure should prove
more realistic, particularly when jobs differ greatly in
the amount of input-output operations done. Although model
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cycle time is in tenths of seconds, processor time is
apportioned in units of hundredths of seconds.
After the available time has been distributed, the model
checks to see if any steps have completed processing. The
distribution of processor time actually amounts to decrement-
ing an amount of time contained in the job structure. When
this variable reaches zero, the job step has been completed.
When a step has completed processing, the model checks to
see if there are more steps to be executed. If there are,
the initiator begins the process of seeking core storage
anew. Regardless of whether or not the job has more steps,
the core being used is relinquished. If the final step
has been completed, then the initiator is released and the
job is enqueued in a queue of jobs waiting to be printed.
This queue is also maintained by priority. When a printer
becomes available, it seizes the highest priority job in
the queue, The printer ready time is then updated to
reflect the amount of time required to print the job. This
time is contained within the job structure. When the print
finish time arrives, the job is placed in a sequential
queue known as the paper pile. There is a pile for each
printer. These piles accumulate until a specified distri-
bution interval occurs, then the jobs in the printer piles
are placed in the distributed jobs queue. This is also a
sequential queue, and simulates delivery of the finished
jobs to the user output boxes. The user has the option of
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specifying the number of printers available, and the times
when each can be used.
The user is very much in control of the way in which
jobs move through the model. He may specify the starting
values of the control variables and then change them during
the course of the simulation. This is done by means of a
command processor. The user supplies a new value for a
variable and the time it is to be changed. When this time
arrives, the model changes the value of the variable,
updates the timer for the next command, and proceeds with
the simulation.
The movement of jobs between the various queues is
accomplished by using pointer variables identifying the base
of each queue. The first job in the queue is then chained
to the remainder of jobs behind it via the forward and
backward pointers contained in the job structures. The
queues, then, are really lists. Movement is accomplished
by a series of procedures which will dequeue a job, move a
whole queue, enqueue a job according to priority, enqueue
a job at the end of a queue, and perform several other
special operations on queues.
3. Controlling the Simulation
The simulation is controlled by a number of control
parameters as mentioned earlier. These are shown in Table
IV. The following factors can be varied with the job










Amount of available core storage
Job priorities




These control variables include available core storage, the
intervals at which dispatching, sampling, dumping, card
reader processing, Job Stream Manager processing, and job
distribution occur. They also include switches on all
devices and processes so that they can be on or off at any
given time. The user must define his job class parameters,
the number of initiators he wishes to use, the type of each
initiator, the processor time dispatching option desired,
and the specific amount of processor time to be available
or the range of time to be available. The user must also
specify the starting time and ending time to be simulated.
These control parameters allow the user to simulate any
number of events which might occur during the operation of
a computer system. Shutting off all equipment will give
the effect of down time. Reducing the amount of processor
time which can be distributed to user job steps can be used
to simulate the condition the system is in when it is bound
up by large numbers of small jobs. Speeding up distribution
of printed jobs by decreasing that interval can simulate the
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Usage and Potential Value
Properly used, the model can be a most useful tool
In studying and predicting the effects that changes in
procedures may have on the computer system. The model allows
the user a great deal of choice in the parameters to be
used. However a good understanding of the simulated computer
system is essential.
5 Output and Statistics
A summary of the simulation output reports is given
in Table V. The user's principal interest in using the
simulation model is the time required for the test job
stream to move through the simulated system, and the char-
teristics of the queues along the way. The user has the
option of requesting that the queues be sampled during the
simulation, The user must specify the interval between
samples. The model program will then allocate appropriate
storage, and periodically sample the system queues, measur-
ing their length at the given sample rates. After the sim-
ulation run has been completed, the program will compute
the mean queue length, minimum queue length, and maximum
queue length. These statistics are printed in report format.
The user may request that a dump of all control variables
be taken at specified intervals. This dump will also display
the jobs, by name, priority, and class, in each of the queues
Also displayed will be the contents of the sample array,







Mean Job Turnaround Report
Queue Activity Report
Completed Job Summary Report
Dump (Optional)
Description




Mean job turnaround times, by
classes
Maximum, minimum, and mean
queue lengths for all job class
queues, arrival queue, card
reader queue, resources waiting
queue, CPU active job queue,
printing queues, printer output
stacks, and distributed job
queue
Job name, arrival time, time
processing started, time pro-
cessing finished, time printing
finished, distribution time,
class, and priority.
Values of all control variables,
contents of all queues, and all
statistics collected. Avail-
able on request at any time,
or at specified intervals.
Note All times are expressed in hours, minutes, seconds.
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A simulated operator console log Is also produced which
shows the starting and ending times, the day simulated, and
the amount of core storage available to the job steps.
This information is displayed at the beginning of the log.
As each job is attached by an initiator and released by an
initiator, starting and ending messages are written.
Messages are also written when a job is assigned to a prin-
ter for printing, as well as when output is distributed.
All messages are accompanied by times. This log is very
similar to the operator console log on the real system, and
gives a good picture of what occurred during the simulation.
The simulation program also produces a summary of mean
job turnaround times by class. This is also displayed at
the end of the simulation and is very useful in estimating
the effects of changing class definitions. Finally the
program produces a list of jobs processed, by name. This
list gives arrival time, starting time, ending time, print-
ing time, distribution time, turnaround time, job class,
and priority.
These statistics give the user a useful summary of what
the model did during the test as well as a good benchmark to
compare against other runs with different parameters.
C. POTENTIAL USES OP THE MODEL
1. Effects of Increased Workload
As the size of the student body of the Naval Post-
graduate School grows, the number and diversity of computer
jobs may also be expected to grow. While it appears that
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the Computer Center is reasonably well equipped to handle
the Increase expected in the near future, it will be valuable
to have the ability to study the effects of a significant
increase in the number of jobs to be processed. The simula-
tion model provides for this in that the job generator will
generate as many jobs in as dense arrival patterns as
desired. Simply running the model with a substantially
larger or denser stream of jobs will give an approximation
of the effect upon the system, particularly with respect to
job turnaround time, and the characteristics of the various
system work queues. The effects of changes in processing
operations may also be studied by varying control parameters
while processing the enlarged stream.
2
,
Changing Job Class Definitions
The model provides for up to fifteen different job
classes. The effects of varying system job class definitions
may be studied by varying the control parameters on the job
classes used in the model and simply running the job stream
again to see the classification effects, the effects on
the reclassified jobs turnaround times, and the effects on
system queues. The model provides for the same definition
factors as the actual Job Stream Manager and classified jobs
in exactly the same way as the Job Stream Manager in tests.
3. Changing Printer Combinations
The model includes two printers, which is the number
available to the batch system. These printers may be
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available or unavailable at the user 's option, exactly as
the actual printers are in the real system. Running
different job streams with the same printer combination
available will give insight into the effects of various
types of job streams on the queue of jobs waiting to be
printed, and the effect of that on total turnaround times.
Using the same job stream with different printer combina-
tions at different times will give the effect of changing
printer combinations on the real system. Since the time
required to print any job is contained within the job
structure, and the times included at generation using the
real data option are actual print times, then the length
of time required to print is the actual time that job
required to print when it was run on the operating system.
4 « Varying the Processor Throughput Rate
Measurements have indicated that the processor is
limited by input-output activity when processing many small
jobs. The processor thus limits the flow of the job stream
through the Center. The effects of changes in the amount
of limitation caused by the processor can be evaluated by
changing the parameters which control the amount of pro-
cessor time available to user jobs. This is provided for
in the model. Doing this will give indications of the
effects of increased throughput on the rest of the system,
particularly the printer and output queues. Such information
can be most valuable in planning system changes which will




Effects of Changing the Operating Schedule
The model can be easily used to evaluate the effects
of changing the operating schedule. A job stream could be
generated which had arrivals during the test period. The
time that these jobs were processed through the various
steps in the system could be varied to evaluate the effects
of changes in scheduling. As an example, the stream could
arrive as normal, but could accumulate at the dispatch desk
until the model began dispatching jobs at a predetermined
time. Similarly, these jobs could accumulate at the card
reader until it was started. The effects on turnaround time
and the size of the system queues would be recorded by the
model
6. Effects of Input Methods and Other Changes
The effects of changes in input methods, such as a
slower card reader, can easily be tested by changing the
card reader processing time. There are a large number of
other combinations of comparisons which could also be con-
ducted using the model. Complex comparisons may be made by
changing several parameters during a single run. Similarly,
changes in job characteristics may be simulated by generating
a job stream with different characteristics. The synthetic
job stream is generated according to statistical distribu-
tions supplied by the user. Changing the values in these
distributions allows the user to generate a job stream with
different characteristics. Since the output of the job
generator is in the form of punched cards, the user may
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make several generation runs, then manually select the
actual jobs he wishes to use in his test stream.
D. PRINCIPAL ASSUMPTIONS
Simulations usually require simplification of the phys-
ical processes being studied. In the case of the job stream
simulation, the principal simplifying assumption was that
only an approximation of the time dispatching within the
central processor could be made. Tests using actual data
showed that the model job active times straddled the real
active times. One of the difficulties in attempting a
validation of the dispatching process, was that only the
Initiator active time in the real system was known, not
the actual time the step was in core. Dispatching within
the CPU depends on problem program interrupts, supervisor
activity, and a host of other total system functions. It
was not even possible to measure how the dispatching within
the CPU occurred. IBM Program Logic Manuals provide infor-
mation on how certain circumstances are handled, but these
are all dependent on total system activity. There is no
reliable algorithm which can be used to simulate OS/MVT dis-
patching short of a replication of the entire system. Such
would be a formidable task, and was not within the scope of
the author's objectives. Consequently the time dispatching
within the model processor is based on one of two options -
assigning an equal percentage of available time to all active
jobs, or making the allocation inversely proportional to
the input-output activity of the job. Neither approach will
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duplicate the real dispatching. The time available, to be
distributed can be varied periodically by the user, or he
can cause it to vary randomly within a specified range
each time the model cycles. The time dispatching algorithm
will not duplicate actual dispatching. Using the known
mean program processor utilization and varying it randomly
over a reasonable range should give results which will
allow the other aspects of the model to give reasonable
approximations of real system activity. The burden is on
the user to use the model with reasonable data, care, and
knowledge of the limitations discussed here.
Initial tests and experiments conducted with the model
indicate that it will produce a reasonable replication of
the Center, particularly when used with real job data. Model
performance is almost totally dependent upon the control
data provided by the user. The user must validate his data
and the model for each particular application.
E. SAMPLE MODEL APPLICATION
A simulation experiment using the model was conducted to
study the effect of assigning a high priority to the jobs in
each class which requested five minutes or less processor
time. An appropriate job stream was generated and run
through the model with all jobs receiving the same priority,
within each class. A second run was made assigning a higher
priority to jobs if they requested five minutes or less
processor time. The results were compared. No other con-
trol variables were changed during the two tests.
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One particular job class (the largest) was analyzed.
There were ^7 jobs assigned to this class during each run.
Of these lJ7, 19 were assigned a higher priority than the
others during the second run. Pour of these had shorter
turnaround times. Each of these four job turnaround times
was reduced by 30 minutes on the second run. During both
runs, which were of \\ hours simulated duration, output was
removed from the printers at 30 minute intervals. The
priority scheme caused the four jobs mentioned to finish
sufficiently earlier to be included in an earlier distribu-
tion of output. This accounts for the 30 minute even
difference in the four turnaround times. The order of
processing the entire stream of jobs was significantly
rearranged by the priority scheme. The total number of jobs
which finished processing was one greater during the second
run
.
Obviously the priority scheme did have a beneficial
effect on the small jobs' turnaround times. The full impact
of the rather large distribution interval was also high-
lighted. Obviously one way to reduce turnaround further in
this case would be to distribute the printed output more often.
This is a very simple application of the model, however
it illustrates well the potential value of the model. Not
only was the effect of rearranging certain job priorities
demonstrated, but analysis of the effects showed the distri-
bution interval to also have a very significant limitation
on turnaround time in the case being studied.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the measurements taken and the simulation
study, the author formed several opinions about how system
performance could probably be further improved.
A. IBM 2314 DIRECT ACCESS STORAGE FACILITY
Obviously the high amount of seek time on disk drive
231 during processing of large numbers of jobs degraded
system performance. This was shown in the drum experiments
when this seek time was reduced by moving various data
sets. The drum, however, cannot be used during the day
because it is required by the time-sharing system. It can
be used at night, although this requires a tradeoff in the
time required to move data sets and prepare the drum for
use. It is recommended that rather, than using the drum,
that high activity private data sets be concentrated on two
disks, and the low activity data sets now on the third
private disk be relocated elsewhere. The disk drive freed
by this action should be used for another system disk which
should be dedicated to the system Job Queue. This config-
uration was tested in one of the experiments and found to
improve system throughput by a small percentage. It is
believed that actual production use would show a greater
improvement than the 2% observed. A significant improvement
could be realized if another storage control unit were
available to control one of the system disk drives on the
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IBM 231^s or if channel one could also be connected to the
present controller. This would reduce the delay in disk
response times resulting from the high activity on channel
two. Such an arrangement should improve throughput
significantly
.
The PL/1 and FORTRAN Libraries should be relocated on
the disk pack mounted on drive 230 so that they are both
adjacent to each other and to the Supervisor Call Library.
This will reduce unnecessary seek time on this disk drive.
The improvement will be small, however any improvement should
be beneficial to some extent.
B. LOCATION OPTIMIZATION OF CORE AND DISK RESIDENT ROUTINES
The study of the module usage being conducted by the
systems programming staff is an excellent idea and should
be continued. Completion of this study should yield further
improvements beyond the 11.5$ already realized. This sort
of study should be reviewed periodically, particularly
when changing to a new release of the operating system.
C. JOB CLASS AND PRIORITY DEFINITIONS
More discrimination among user jobs should be based upon
processor time requested. A fast subcategory is recommended
which will assign a special priority to all jobs which request
less than 15 seconds total processor time. According to the
measurements taken, this class would encompass 60% of user
jobs. Default time requests should not be changed, but over-
riding these options should be left to the user. This new
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priority classification should be publicized to the users.
Users desiring improved turnaround should then be able to
do something about obtaining it.
D. JOB PROCESSING CONCEPTS
Presently the Center's management is studying the possible
use of a linkage-loader as a replacement for the linkage-
editor. The advantage of this linkage-loader would be that
after linkage, the load module would be loaded directly into
core for execution, rather than being stored on a spool
disk. Obviously the linkage-loader could eliminate a sig-
nificant number of spool accesses. Since any accesses take
additional time, the linkage-loader could conceivably make
a significant contribution towards increasing system through-
put. It is recognized that there may be yet unknown dis-
advantages to the linkage-loader. It is recommended however
that use of this software be considered, and that careful
experiments be conducted to determine its effect on system
performance
.
As mentioned previously, any reduction in disk accesses
will probably have a beneficial effect on system performance.
The WATFOR compiler does an excellent job of moving large
numbers of small FORTRAN jobs through the system quickly.
The Center should explore the possibility of obtaining or
developing a similar compiler for PL/1.
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E. SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE TIMES
Systems maintenance must be done regularly, and no
schedule for it will prove entirely without inconvenience
to the users. The requirements for this time and the
scheduling should continue to be watched closely by the
Center management. Any time which is not truly necessary
should not be allowed to interfere with production schedules.
F. OTHER POSSIBILITIES
There are many hardware rearrangements which have been
considered from time to time, however two in particular
might be worth investigating more thoroughly. A self-
service card reader, if it proved to be a workable idea,
could reduce a large amount of operator activity now spent
on loading card decks. This time could be used either to
reduce operator work load or to increase the number of
operators available to expedite the delivery of output once
printed. The second suggestion involves using the entire
computer system as a single entity. Presently the Computer
Center management is considering a new operating system
which would operate the computer hardware as a single system.
Clearly the most important question is whether or not the new
system, known as Time Sharing System 360 > is able to meet
the needs and reliability standards of the Naval Postgraduate
School, If it is, the single system should provide greatly




The use of the various systems measurement tools dis-
cussed in this paper has revealed information about the
actual activity of the Naval Postgraduate School IBM 360/67
batch processing operation not previously known. This
information has already contributed to an 11.5$ improvement
in system throughput, and potentially one as great as
20%. Further improvements will probably result as analysis
of the measurements continues.
Computer systems measurement has a bright future in the
world of computer science. Measurement should be the key
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